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getting started
Diving In
Android is the world’s most popular mobile operating
system.And there are billions of Android users worldwide, all waiting to download
your next great idea. In this chapter, you’ll find out how to start turning your ideas into
reality by building a basic Android app, and updating it. You’ll learn how to run it on
physical and virtual devices. Along the way, you’ll meet two of the core components of
all Android apps: activities and layouts.
Welcome to Androidville					2
Activities and layouts form the backbone of your app		

3

Here’s what we’re going to do					

4

Android Studio:
your development environment				5
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Install Android Studio					6
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Let’s build a basic app					

7
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You’ve created your first Android project			
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Dissecting your new project					13
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Edit code with the Android Studio editors			
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The story so far						16
<Layout>
</Layout>
MainActivity

You define what
the app does
using an activity.

activity_main.xml

How to run the app on a physical device			
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How to run the app on a virtual device				
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Create an Android Virtual Device (AVD)			
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What just happened?					27
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tells Android
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app looks like.
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building interactive apps
Apps That Do Something
Most apps need to respond to the user in some way.And in this
chapter, you’ll see how you can make your apps more interactive. You’ll discover how
to add an OnClickListener to your activity code so that your app can listen to what
the user’s doing, and make an appropriate response. You’ll find out more about how
to design layouts, and you’ll learn how each UI component you add to your layout is
derived from a common View ancestor. Along the way, you’ll discover why String

I’ve been clicked!
What should I do?

resources are so important for flexible, well-designed apps.
Let’s build a Beer Adviser app					

38

Create the project							40
A closer look at the design editor					

42

Add a button using the design editor					

43

A closer look at the layout code					

45

Let’s update the layout XML						47

Button
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48

There are warnings in the layout					
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Put text in a String resource file					
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Add and use a new String resource					
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55

						

Add values to the spinner						59
<Layout>

<resources>

</Layout>

</resources>

activity_main.xml

strings.xml

The layout
gets the
text...

...from the
String
resource file.

Add the string-array to strings.xml					

60

We need to make the app interactive					

63

What the MainActivity code looks like					

64

A button can listen for on-click events				

.

65

Get a reference to the button						

66

Pass a lambda
to the setOnClickListener method					67
How to edit a text view’s text						

68
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layouts
Being a Layout
We’ve only scratched the surface of using layouts. S o far, you’ve
seen how to arrange views in a simple linear layout, but there’s so much more that
layouts can do. In this chapter we’ll go a little deeper and show you how layouts really
work. You’ll learn how to fine-tune your linear layouts. You’ll discover how to use
frame layouts and scroll views. And by the end of the chapter, you’ll learn that even
though they might look a little different, all layouts—and the views you add to them—
have more in common than you might think.

Inflates to
XML
Object

We’ll use a frame layout to stack a
text view on top of a duck image.
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82
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85
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86
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This is a constraint layout’s
blueprint. It contains all
the information that the
constraint layout needs to
arrange views on the screen.

constraint layouts
Draw Up a Blueprint
You don’t build a house without a blueprint. A nd some layouts
use blueprints to make sure they look exactly the way you want. In this chapter,
we’ll introduce you to Android’s constraint layout: a flexible way of designing
more complex UIs. You’ll discover how constraints and bias let you position and
size your views, irrespective of screen size and orientation. You’ll find out how
to keep views in their place with guidelines and barriers. Finally, you’ll learn how
to pack or spread views with chains and flows.
Nested layouts revisited					122
Introducing the constraint layout				

124

Constraint layouts are part of Android Jetpack 			

125

Use Gradle to include Jetpack libraries				
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the activity lifecycle
Being an Activity
Activities form the foundation of every Android app.So far
you’ve seen how to create an activity, and use it to interact with the user. But if you don’t
know about the activity lifecycle, some of its behavior might take you by surprise.
In this chapter, you’ll learn what happens when an activity is created and destroyed,
and how this can lead to unexpected consequences. You’ll find out how to control its
behavior when it’s made visible, or hidden. You’ll even discover ways of saving and

Activity
launched

restoring your activity’s state, just when you need it.
How do activities really work?					

170

Create a new project						171
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Activity
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182
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183
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184

Save the state using onSaveInstanceState()				

185
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What happens when you run the app					
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Restart the stopwatch when the app becomes visible			
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What happens when you run the app					
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What if an activity is only partially visible?				
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The foreground lifecycle						205
Pause the stopwatch if the activity’s paused				
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The complete MainActivity.kt code					209

Activity
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What happens when you run the app					
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Your handy guide to the activity lifecycle methods				
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fragments and navigation
Finding Your Way
Most apps require more than one screen.So far, we’ve just looked at
how to create single-screen apps, which is fine for simple applications. But what if you
have more complex requirements? In this chapter, you’ll learn how to use fragments
and the Navigation component to build multi-screen apps. You’ll learn how
fragments are like subactivities with their own methods. You’ll find out how to design
effective navigation graphs. Finally, you’ll meet the navigation host and navigation
controller, and learn how they help you navigate from place to place.
Most apps need more than one screen				

220

Each screen is a fragment					

221

Navigate between screens using the Navigation component		

222

Create a new project					224

Navigation Graph

The
navigation
graph is like
a GPS that
tells you how
to get to
different
destinations.

Add WelcomeFragment to the project				

225

What fragment code looks like				

226

The fragment’s onCreateView() method				

227

Fragment layout code looks like activity layout code		

228

You display a fragment in a FragmentContainerView		

229

Update the activity_main.xml code				

230

What the code does						231
Create MessageFragment					235
Use the Navigation component to navigate between fragments

238

Use Gradle to add the Navigation component to your project

239

Create a navigation graph					240

Welcome
Fragment

241

Connect fragments using an action				

242

Navigation graphs are XML resources				

243

Add a navigation host to the layout using a FragmentContainerView 244
Navigation
Host

Message
Fragment

Add fragments to the navigation graph				

Device

Add a NavHostFragment to activity_main.xml			

245

Add an OnClickListener to the button				

246

Get a navigation controller					248
The full code for WelcomeFragment.kt				

249

What happens when the app runs				

250

Your Android Toolbox					255
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safe args
Passing Information
Sometimes fragments need extra information to work
properly.If a fragment shows details of a contact, for example, it needs to know
which contact to display. But what if this information comes from another fragment?
In this chapter, you’ll build on your navigation know-how by learning how to
pass data between fragments. You’ll find out how to add arguments to navigation
destinations so they can receive the information they need. You’ll meet the Safe Args
plug-in, and learn how to use it to write type-safe code. Finally, you’ll discover how
to manipulate the back stack, and take control of back button behavior.

EncryptFragment

The Secret Message app navigates between fragments			

258

MessageFragment needs to pass the message to a new fragment		

259

Create EncryptFragment						261

WelcomeFragment

Removing MessageFragment
from the back stack means
that when you click on the Back
button from EncryptFragment,
WelcomeFragment gets displayed
instead of MessageFragment.

Add EncryptFragment to the navigation graph				

263

MessageFragment needs to navigate to EncryptFragment			

265

Add Safe Args to the build.gradle files					

267

EncryptFragment needs to accept a String argument			

268

MessageFragment needs to pass a message to EncryptFragment		

270

Safe Args generates Directions classes					

271

Update the MessageFragment.kt code					272
EncryptFragment needs to get the argument’s value			

273

The full code for EncryptFragment.kt					

274

What happens when the app runs					

275

What if the user wants to go back?					

282

Welcome to the back stack						284
Use the navigation graph to pop fragments off the back stack		

285

Your Android Toolbox						292
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message

MessageFragment

EncryptFragment
Navigation Controller
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navigation ui
Going Places
Most apps need to be able to navigate between destinations.
And with the Android the Navigation component, building this UI became much simpler.
Here, you’ll learn how to use some of Android’s navigation UI components so that your
users can navigate your app more easily. You’ll see how to use themes, and replace

Just make sure
the IDs match, and
I’ll take you any
place you need to go.

your app’s default app bar with a toolbar. You’ll learn how to add menu items you can
use for navigation. You’ll discover how to implement bottom bar navigation. Finally,
you’ll create a swish navigation drawer: a panel that slides out from the side of your
activity.

A navi-gation Navigation Controller
view defines the
drawer’s contents.

Different apps, different structures				

294

Android includes navigation UI components			

295

How the CatChat app will work				

296

Apply a theme in AndroidManifest.xml				

300

Define styles in style resource files				

301

Replace the default app bar with a toolbar			

303

Create InboxFragment and HelpFragment			

308

Specify items in the toolbar with a menu resource file		

315

onCreateOptionsMenu() adds menu items to the toolbar		

317

Respond to menu item clicks with onOptionsItemSelected()		

318

Configure the toolbar using an AppBarConfiguration		

320

What happens when the app runs				

322

Most types of UI navigation work with the Navigation component

327

Create SentItemsFragment					328
The bottom navigation bar needs a new menu resource file		

330

Link the bottom navigation bar to the navigation controller		

333

A navigation drawer lets you display many navigation items		

336

Add the support section					340
Highlight the selected item with groups				

341

Create the navigation drawer’s header				

343

How to create a navigation drawer				

344

Configure the toolbar’s drawer icon				

347

Your Android Toolbox					353

The drawer slides over the
main content when it opens.
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material views
A Material World
Most apps need a slick UI that responds to the user.You’ve so
far learned how to use views such as text views, buttons, and spinners, and applied
Material themes to make sweeping changes to your app’s look and feel. But there’s so
much more you can do. Here, you’ll learn how to make your UI more responsive with
the coordinator layout. You’ll create toolbars that can collapse or scroll on a whim.
You’ll discover exciting new views such as checkboxes, radio buttons, chips, and
floating action buttons. Finally, you’ll find out how to display friendly pop-up messages
using toasts and snackbars.
Material is used throughout Androidville			

356

The Bits and Pizzas app					

357

Create OrderFragment					360
Replace the default app bar with a toolbar			

362

Fragments don’t have a setSupportActionBar() method		

363

The coordinator layout coordinates animations between views

365

The app bar layout enables toolbar animation			

366

Tell the toolbar how to respond to scroll events			

367

How to create a plain collapsing toolbar			

374

How to add an image to a collapsing toolbar			

375

We need to build OrderFragment’s main content			

380

Choose a pizza type using a radio button			

381

A chip is a type of flexible compound button			

383

Add multiple chips to a chip group				

384

A FAB is a Floating Action Button				

385

You can anchor a FAB to a collapsing toolbar			

386

We need to build OrderFragment’s layout			

387

Add an OnClickListener to the FAB				

393

A toast is a simple pop-up message				

394

Display the pizza order in a snackbar				

395

The snackbar code for the pizza order				

396

The full code for OrderFragment.kt				

397

Your Android Toolbox					402
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view binding
Bound Together
It’s time to wave farewell to findViewById().As you’ve probably
noticed by now, the more views you have and the more interactive your apps become,
the more calls you need to make to findViewById(). And if you’re getting tired of
typing the code for this method every time you want to work with a view, you’re not
alone. In this chapter, you’ll discover how to make findViewById() a thing of the
past by implementing view binding. You’ll find out how to apply this technique to

That’s not a
ChipGroup! I give up.

both activity and fragment code, and you’ll learn why this approach is a safer, more
efficient way of accessing your layout’s views.
Behind the scenes of findViewById()				

404

There’s a downside to findViewById()				

406

View binding to the rescue					

407

Here’s how we’ll use view binding				

408

The stopwatch app revisited					409
RadioGroup

Fragment launched

onCreateView()

Fragment running

Enable view binding in the app build.gradle file			

410

How to add view binding to an activity				

411

Use the binding property to interact with views			

412

The full code for MainActivity.kt				

413

What the code does						416
Fragments can use view binding too (but the code’s a little different)

419

Enable view binding for Bits and Pizzas				

420

Fragment view binding code is a little different			

421

Fragments can access views from onCreateView() to onDestroyView() 422
Fragment lifecycle methods up close 				

423

What fragment view binding code looks like			

424

_binding refers to the binding object				

425

The full code for OrderFragment.kt				

427

Your Android Toolbox					433
onDestroyView()

binding

<Layout>
</Layout>

Fragment destroyed

MainActivity

Activity
MainBinding

activity_main.xml

MainActivity’s binding property is set to an Acti
object. The activity’s views are bound to this objevityMainBinding
ct.
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view models
Model Behavior
As apps grow more complex, fragments have more to juggle.
And if you’re not careful, this can lead to bloated code that tries to do everything.
Business logic, navigation, controlling the UI, dealing with configuration changes…you
name it, it’s in there. In this chapter, you’ll learn how to deal with this kind of situation
using view models. You’ll discover how they simplify your activity and fragment
code. You’ll find out how they survive configuration changes, keeping your app’s
state safe and sound. Finally, we’ll show you how to build a view model factory, and
when this might be needed.
Configuration changes revisited				436
Introducing the view model					437
What the guessing game will do				

438

How the app will be structured				

439

Update the build.gradle files					441
The Guessing Game app has two fragments			

ResultView
ModelFactory

442

How navigation should work					443
Update the navigation graph					444

ViewModel
Provider

The ViewModel
Provider gets the
ResultViewModel
using the Result
ViewModelFactory.

ResultViewModel

The UI controller
is the fragment or
activity. It contains
code that controls
the UI, such as
navigation.
xviii
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live data
Leaping into Action
Your code often needs to react to property value changes.
If a view model property changes value, for example, the fragment might need
to respond by updating its views or navigating elsewhere. But how does a
fragment get to hear when a property’s been updated? Here, we’ll introduce
you to live data: a way of telling interested parties when something’s changed.

The livesLeft property
goes from being an Int to
a MutableLiveData<Int>.

You’ll learn all about MutableLiveData, and how to make your fragment observe
properties of this type. You’ll discover how the LiveData type helps maintain
your app’s integrity.

8
Int

value: 8

R

EF

MutableLiveData<Int>

_lives
Left

EF
R
val LiveData<Int>

484

The fragments decide when to update views			

485

Here’s what we’re going to do					

486

GameViewModel and GameFragment
need to use live data					

487

Live data objects use a value property				

488

The fragment observes the view model properties
and reacts to changes.					

492

The full code for GameFragment.kt				

493

What happens when the app runs				

496

Fragments can update GameViewModel’s properties		

501

What happens when the app runs				

504

GameFragment still includes game logic			

506

The full code for GameViewModel.kt				

509

Make GameFragment observe the new property			

511

What happens when the app runs				

513

Your Android Toolbox					518

val MutableLiveData<Int>

lives
Left

The Guessing Game app revisited				

value: 8

MutableLiveData<Int>

_livesLeft and
livesLeft refer to
the same object, but
only _livesLeft can
update it.
xix
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data binding
Building Smart Layouts
Layouts can do more than control your app’s appearance.
All of the layouts you’ve written so far have been told how they should behave by
activity or fragment code. But just imagine if the layouts could think for themselves,
and make their own decisions. In this chapter, we’ll introduce you to data binding:
a way of boosting your layout’s IQ. You’ll find out how to make views get values
directly from the view model. You’ll use listener binding to make buttons call their
methods. You’ll even discover how one simple line of code lets views respond to
live data updates.

The layout’s text
view can gets its
text directly from
the view model.

<Layout>
</Layout>

Back to the Guessing Game app				

520

The fragments update the views in their layouts			

521

Enable data binding in the app build.gradle file			

523

ResultFragment updates the text in its layout			

524

1. Add <layout> and <data> elements				

525

2. Set the layout’s data binding variable				

526

3. Use the layout’s data binding variable to access the view model

527

What happens when the app runs				

530

ResultViewModel <layout> up close 						532

fragment_result.xml

I’ll leave you
two to it then.

ResultFragment

GameFragment can use data binding too			

535

Add <layout> and <data> elements to fragment_game.xml		

536

Use the data binding variable to set the layout’s text		

537

String resources revisited					538
The layout can pass parameters to String resources		

539

We need to set the gameViewModel variable			

542

What happens when the app runs				

545

You can use data binding to call methods			

549

Add finishGame() to GameViewModel.kt			

550

Use data binding to make a button call a method when clicked

552

What happens when the app runs				

555

Fireside chats: view binding vs. data binding			

558

We can switch off view binding				

560

Your Android Toolbox					567
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room databases
Room with a View
Most apps need data that persists.But if you don’t take steps to store
this data somewhere, it will be lost forever as soon as the app is closed down. You
usually keep data safe in Androidville by storing it in a database, so in this chapter,
we’ll introduce you to the Room persistence library. You’ll learn how to build
databases, create tables, and define data access methods using annotated classes
and interfaces. You’ll find out how to use coroutines to run database code in the

Would you like some
tea with your data?

background. And along the way, you’ll discover how to transform your live data as
soon as it changes with a little help from Transformations.map().

The DAO
interface takes
care of all your
data access needs.
Just say what you
want, and the
DAO will handle it
for you.

Most apps need to store data					

570

Room is a database library that sits on top of SQLite		

572

Create TasksFragment					575

TaskDao

How Room databases are created				

578

We’ll store tasks data in a table				

579

Specify a table name with @Entity				

580

Use an interface to specify data operations			

582

Use @Insert to insert a record				

583

Use @Delete to delete a record				

584

Create a TaskDatabase abstract class				

586

Add properties for any DAO interfaces				

587

MVVM revisited						591

View
Activities and Fragments

ViewModel
ViewModels

Model
Database

Database operations can run in slooooow-moooo			

593

1. Mark TaskDao’s methods with suspend			

594

2. Launch the insert() method in the background			

595

TasksViewModel needs a view model factory			

596

We’ll use data binding to insert a record				

600

What happens when the code runs				

603

TasksFragment needs to display records				

607

Use getAll() to get all tasks from the database			

608

A LiveData<List<Task>> is a more complex type		

609

Let’s update the TasksViewModel code				

610

We’ll bind the tasksString property to the layout’s text view		

611

What happens when the code runs				

614

Your Android Toolbox					620
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recycler views
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
Lists of data are a key part of most apps.And in this chapter, we’ll
show you how to create one using a recycler view: a super-flexible way of building
a scrollable list. You’ll learn how to create flexible layouts for your list, including text
views, checkboxes, and more. You’ll find out how to create adapters that squish your
data into the recycler view in whatever way you choose. You’ll discover how to use
card views to give your data a 3D material look. Finally, we’ll show you how layout
managers can completely change the look of your list with just one or two lines of
code.

ViewHolder
TextView

Each view holder holds the root
view of the layout for each item.
Here the root view is a text view.

What the Tasks app currently looks like				

622

We can turn the list into a recycler view				

62

Tell the recycler view how to display each item			

626

The adapter adds data to the recycler view			

627

Define the adapter’s view holder				

629

Override the onCreateViewHolder() method			

630

Add data to the layout’s view					

631

We need to display the recycler view				

634

We’ve added a recycler view to TasksFragment’s layout		

638

TasksFragment needs to update TaskItemAdapter’s data property

640

What happens when the code runs				

643

Recycler views are very flexible				

650

How to create a card view					

652

The full code for task_item.xml				

653

The adapter’s view holder needs to
work with the new layout code				

654

The full code for TaskItemAdapter.kt				

655

The layout manager gallery					658
Update fragment_tasks.xml to arrange items in a grid		

659

What happens when the code runs				

660
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diffutil and data binding
Life in the Fast Lane
Your app needs to run as smoothly and efficiently as
possible.But if you’re not careful, large or complex data sets can cause your
recycler view to glitch. In this chapter, we’ll introduce you to DiffUtil: a utility class
that adds extra smarts to your recycler view. You’ll find out how to use it to make
efficient updates to your recycler view. You’ll discover how ListAdapters make using
DiffUtil a breeze. And along the way, you’ll learn how to get rid of findViewById() for
good by implementing data binding in your recycler view code.

Yes, an extra item’s
been added to the top
of the List<Task>.

See any
differences?

TaskDiff
ItemCallback

task

</Layout>

task_item.xml

The data property’s setter calls notifyDataSetChanged()		

675

Tell the recycler view what needs to change			

676

Here’s what we’re going to do					

677

We need to implement DiffUtil.ItemCallback			

678

A ListAdapter accepts a DiffUtil.ItemCallback argument		

679

The updated code for TaskItemAdapter.kt			

680

The updated code for TasksFragment.kt			

682

What happens when the code runs				

683

Recycler views can use data binding				

687

Add a data binding variable to task_item.xml			

688

The layout gets inflated
in the adapter’s view holder code				

689

Use the binding class to inflate the layout			

690

The full code for TaskItemAdapter.kt				

691

The full code for task_item.xml				

693

What happens when the code runs				

695

Task

var Task

We’ve now set task_item.xml’s data
binding variable to a Task object.
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recycler view navigation
Pick a Card
Some apps rely on the user selecting an item from a list.And
in this chapter, you’ll learn how to make recycler views a core part of your app
design by making their items clickable. You’ll discover how to implement recycler
view navigation by making the app navigate to a new screen each time the user
clicks on a record. You’ll find out how to show the user extra information about their
chosen record, and update it in the database.
Recycler views can be used for navigation			

706

Make each item clickable					710
I’ve been clicked!
It’s time to execute
that lambda…

Where should we create the Toast?				

711

We’ll pass a lambda to TaskItemAdapter			

714

What happens when the code runs				

717

We want to use the recycler view to navigate to a new fragment

724

Create EditTaskFragment					726
Update the navigation graph					727

{…}

CardView

Make TasksFragment navigate to EditTaskFragment		

729

Make EditTaskFragment display the task ID			

735

What happens when the code runs				

737

We want to use EditTaskFragment to update task records		

740

Use TaskDao to interact with database records			

741

Create EditTaskViewModel					742
EditTaskViewModel will tell EditTaskFragment when to navigate

When the user
clicks on a task, call
TaskViewModel’s
onTaskClicked() method.

TasksFragment

743

EditTaskViewModel needs a view model factory			

745

fragment_edit_task.xml needs to display the Task			

746

What happens when the code runs				

750

Your Android Toolbox					754
Got it.

TaskItemAdapter
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jetpack compose
Compose Yourself
All the UIs you’ve built so far have used views and layout
files.But with Jetpack Compose, that’s not the only option. In this chapter,
we’re going to take a road trip to Composeville, and find out how to build UIs using
Compose components called composables instead of views. You’ll learn how to use
built-in composables such as Text, Image, TextField, and Button. You’ll discover how

Compose builds a
tree of composables
that looks like this:

to arrange them in Rows and Columns, and style them using themes. You’ll write
and preview your own composable functions. You’ll even find out how to manage a
composable’s state using MutableState objects.

MainActivityContent
Column
Header
Image
TemperatureText
Text

UI components don’t have to be Views				

756

Create a new Compose project				

760

Compose projects have no layout files				

762

What Compose activity code looks like				

763

Use a Text composable to display text				

764

Use composables in composable functions			

765

Preview composables with the Design or Split option		

770

Let’s make the app convert temperatures			

773

Add a MainActivityContent composable function			

774

Add an Image to MainActivity.kt				

776

Let’s display the temperature text				

777

Use a Button composable to add a button			

778

We need to pass a lambda to ConvertButton			

779

Composition up close					780
We need to change the value of TemperatureText’s argument

781

What happens when the app runs				

784

Add a TextField to a composable function			

790

What happens when the app runs				

793

Add padding to the Column composable			

797

You can center composables in Columns or Rows			

798

Applying themes: revisited					800
Android Studio includes extra theme code			

801

The full code for MainActivity.kt				

803
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integrating compose with views
Perfect Harmony
You get the best results when things work together.So far,
you’ve learned how to build a UI using views or composables. But what if you want
to use both? In this chapter, you’ll find out how to get the best of both worlds by
adding composables to a View-based UI. You’ll discover techniques for making
composables work with view models. You’ll even find out how to make them
respond to LiveData updates. By the end of the chapter, you’ll have all the tools you
need to use composables with views, or even migrate to a pure Compose UI.

ResultText

You can add composables to View-based UIs			

812

The Guessing Game app structure				

813

We’ll replace ResultFragment’s views with composables		

816

A ComposeView lets you add composables to a layout		

817

Add composables using Kotlin code				

818

Add a composable function for the fragment’s content		

819

Reproduce the Start New Game button				

820

Reproduce ResultFragment’s TextView				821
NewGameButton
Device

The ComposeView’s
composables are
displayed on the device.

onCreateView() returns the UI’s root View			

826

The full code for ResultFragment.kt				

827

What happens when the app runs				

830

Next we’ll make GameFragment use composables, too		

834

We’ll add a ComposeView to fragment_game.xml		

835

Add a composable function for GameFragment’s content		

836

Reproduce the Finish Game button				

837

Reproduce the EditText with a TextField			

838

Reproduce the Guess button					839
We’ll display the incorrect guesses in a Text composable		

843

Create an IncorrectGuessesText composable function		

844
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onCreateView()
ComposeView
ResultFragment
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leftovers
The Top Ten Things (we didn’t cover)
Even after all that, there’s still a little more. T here are just a few more
things we think you need to know. We wouldn’t feel right about ignoring them, and we
really wanted to give you a book you’d be able to lift without extensive training at the
local gym. Before you put down the book, read through these tidbits.
1. Sharing data with other apps				

862

2. WorkManager						864
The WiFi’s back, and
your battery’s full. I’ll go
and download that cupcake
recipe you wanted.

3. Dialogs and notifications					865
4. Automated testing					866
5. Supporting different screen sizes				

868

6. More Compose features					870
7. Retrofit						873
8. Android Game Development Kit				

873

9. CameraX						873
10. Publishing your app					874

I have some
text for you.

Dialogs are used for
messages that prompt the
user to make a decision.

Intent

Activity

Activity
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